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Abstract

Peer-to-Peer (P2P) protocols underlie multiple networked applications given that the P2P decentralized design
inherently fosters scalability and robustness. While distributiveness and scalability are attractive features, these facets
also increase exposure to malicious peers which can propagate malicious routing information. Accordingly, a diverse
set of continuously evolving attacks can be mounted that can cause severe service impairments over the entire overlay
network. Most proposed countermeasures focus on providing diversity or redundancy to overcome malicious routing
information with their emphasis on periodic detection/removal mechanisms done locally within a peer as continuous
monitoring or global sharing of peer status entails high costs. However, a local approach naturally also limits the
global effectiveness prompting the need for distributed solutions.

In this work, we build upon contemporary distributed solutions (that developed specific attack detection and mitiga-
tion techniques for specific overlay types and specific attacks), to propose a generalized attack detection and mitigation
approach applicable to varied overlay and attack models.

Consequently, we propose a novel and efficient routing table sanitizing approach that (a) is independent of a specific
attack variant, lookup approach or a specific victim set, (b) continuously detects and subsequently removes malicious
routing information based on distributed quorum decisions, and (c) efficiently forwards malicious information findings
to other peers which allows for progressive global sanitizing. The generalized mechanism shows a high sanitizing
accuracy of up to 90% when evaluated against a generalized attack scenario with various adversarial behaviors.
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1. Introduction

The P2P paradigm utilizes decentralized coordination
to provide scalability and fault tolerance, which natu-
rally leads to its wide applicability in diverse data dis-
semination and data discovery applications such as file
sharing, multimedia streaming, machine-to-machine
communication, IoT and many others [1, 2]. In or-
der to support scalability and low overheads in P2P
networks, the design practices typically result in par-
titioned groups where a peer has only a partial view of
the network as obtained from its neighboring peers.

However, the aforementioned design practices render
P2P networks susceptible to various attacks, e.g., rout-
ing table poisoning, which is an inherent part of com-
posite attacks such as Eclipse (EA), Sybil, flooding and
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publishing attacks [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. While the fault tol-
erance aspect ensures correct operation even for high
rates of random peer failures, the disruptions inserted
into the peers routing tables (RT) as a form of Routing
Table Poisoning (RTP) result in significant degradation
of the network services. Notably, using a detailed simu-
lation study, we demonstrate the significant RTP impact
of up to 65% message loss. Moreover, we illustrate how
the propagation of malicious RT information about the
victim peers of RTP attacks further facilitates launching
Eclipse, Sybil and other aforementioned attacks.

The existence of RTP attacks and the resulting degra-
dation have received attention [9, 10, 11]. A consid-
erable variety of proposed countermeasures [12, 13,
14, 15, 16, 17] exists, yet these techniques entail one
or more of the following inefficiency drawbacks: (i)
They are only applicable for a specific P2P protocol,
i.e., the countermeasure mechanisms are specifically
tailored according to a single P2P protocol specifica-
tions. (ii) They are effective against a single form of
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RTP attack. Hence, countermeasures show no resiliency
once the attack is modified. (iii) They typically require a
central entity that coordinates the detection, monitoring,
and decisions about malicious peers. However, in prac-
tice, the system’s services are degraded as the overlay’s
fully distributed architecture is compromised. (iv) They
often rely on cryptographic schemes, which can then
constrain communication between lightweight peers to
necessitate enhanced computing.

Aiming towards finding a general solution to over-
come the aforementioned deficiencies, we explored a
detection and sanitizing scheme in [18] as a counter-
measure against a single attack variant of Localized At-
tacks (LAs). We build upon the basic notions of pro-
viding anonymous detection from our proposed mech-
anism in [18] to develop a generalized attack handling
approach applicable to multiple attack models and over-
lays.

Contributions: In the course of our previous work,
we develop an adaptable RTP attack mitigation ap-
proach that overcomes the aforementioned deficiencies.
We propose a protocol-independent, fully distributed,
simple and effective detection and overlay-sanitizing
mechanism.

As a mean of an adaptable mitigation, we make use
of a majority voting based detection in order to de-
tect inconsistencies in RTs. The detection mechanism
shows high accuracy with detection rates up of to 90%
even for 20% malicious peers attacking. The sanitiz-
ing mechanism is triggered by initiating a quorum of
peers in order to unveil the inconsistencies stemming
from RTP attacks. Once the quorum investigates and
accordingly declares finding malicious RT entries, the
sanitizing mechanism informs other peers in order to let
them reliably remove the RT information inserted by the
suspected malicious peer.

Overall, our contributions span (i) demonstrating the
high impact of RTP attacks on benign peers RTs and the
overall network’s service provision, and (ii) proposing
a novel quorum based sanitizing mechanism that effi-
ciently removes malicious peers and propagates infor-
mation about their identity while providing anonymity
and scalability.

Paper Structure

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 presents the technical background along with re-
lated work. Section 3 provides the system model and de-
fines the concepts underlying the attacker model (Sec-
tion 4), the detection mechanism (Section 5) and the
proposed sanitizing mechanism (Section 6). The attack

severity, mitigation efficiency, and detection rates are
evaluated in Section 7.

2. Related Work: Typical Attacks & Mitigation Ap-
proaches

Given the diverse set of applications that utilize the
P2P functionality, a corresponding variety of attack
types exists threatening the operations and reliability of
P2P services. However, as routing constitutes a core
P2P functionality, naturally most threats stem from de-
liberate attempts to compromise the peers routing tables
with malicious information. Consequently, the launch-
ing of RT attacks on P2P networks has attracted consid-
erable research interest.

While a variety of countermeasures are proposed,
most existing techniques either address a specific P2P
protocol or a specific adversarial behavior arising from
the malicious side of the network. To that end, we dis-
cuss (i) the existing work that addresses the impact of
related attacks and the feasibility of inserting malicious
peers in peers RT, (ii) the existing mitigation, detection
and sanitizing techniques and their respective pros and
cons, and (iii) the main aspects and challenges for the
development of the generalized attack handling mecha-
nisms. We highlight the factors that lead to providing
a generalized sanitizing mechanism (as in our proposal)
for malicious information removal.

2.1. Contemporary Approaches

We categorize each of the following presented related
work according to their objective and developed tech-
niques. For each of the presented papers, we summarize
the discussion listing the pros and cons for each of them,
i.e., whether such mechanisms allow for malicious peers
detection, sanitizing and propagating information about
malicious peers or not.

2.1.1. Specific mitigation techniques
Here we discuss all the relevant mitigation and detec-

tion mechanisms. This category contains mechanisms
which are: (i) only effective against a certain attack, (ii)
only applicable in a specific topology, (iii) dependent on
the lookup approach used or (iv) only consider secure
routing mechanisms as a solution.

The authors in [19] present a technique termed
SALSA to increase lookups successful rate in the pres-
ence of malicious peers. SALSA organizes the address
space into groups, thus, each peer has a limited view
of the overlay. Subsequently, an anonymous forwarding
scheme is used to reliably deliver lookup requests while
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lowering the probability of malicious peers intercept-
ing the lookup requests. Although the proposed tech-
nique shows a successful lookup delivery rate of up to
89%, a remarkable false negative rate is noticed where
malicious peers can actually bias the lookup replies.
In fact, experimental studies in [20] show that SALSA
technique can be greatly compromised when the num-
ber of malicious peers averages around 20%. Moreover,
the proposed technique is only applicable in structured
overlays and no sanitizing is proposed. In fact, this work
is relatively comparable to our mitigation scheme pro-
posed in [21], where the mitigation approach is based
on modifying the lookup forwarding protocol to prevent
malicious peers from intercepting lookup requests.

Another countermeasure for RT pollution attacks was
introduced in [16] that addresses P2P attacks in Smart
Grids using auxiliary RT in Chord protocol [17]. How-
ever, the mitigation technique is not generalized as it is
only applicable for P2P Chord based networks.

A random walk technique for structured overlays is
proposed in [22], where peers periodically sign and cer-
tify their neighbors. Eventually, a secure route can be
established for forwarding lookups. In [6], we pro-
posed a similar random walk strategy to mitigate topol-
ogy aware attacks, which yields reliable lookup deliv-
ery in trade of imposing lookup forwarding overhead
on the overlay. Although these mitigation techniques
effectively increase the overlay’s reliability, they do not
provide detection or removal schemes and are specific
to either a specific overlay topology or a specific attack
variant.

In [23], the authors propose a labeling mechanism
named SybilInfer that identifies honest and malicious
peers. SybilInfer relies on a probabilistic model of so-
cial networks. Analytically, SybilInfer efficiently pro-
vides high accuracy. However, the proposed mecha-
nism is not applicable for traditional P2P networks as
the mechanism assumes that the network is aware of so-
cial connections between users, which is true for a spe-
cific subset of P2P topologies.

Usphere [24] is a countermeasure mechanism against
Sybil attacks that is based on a location-independent
routing protocol. Usphere relies on the trust edge cre-
ated by each peer towards its 1-hop neighbors. Al-
though the results show high resiliency against Sybil
with a path stretch of O(1), the proposed mechanism
has the following drawbacks: (i) relies on elliptic curve
cryptography [25], (ii) is only applicable to social-P2P
based networks and (iii) considers neither any sanitizing
mechanism nor any propagation of information about
detected malicious peers.

2.1.2. Centralized authorities-based mitigation
A secure routing approach was introduced in [15] via

encapsulating certificate authorities to peers’ IDs during
joining the network. Nevertheless, the proposed scheme
relies on a centralized encryption authority.

In [26], a detection mechanism against Sybil attacks
is proposed based on calculating trust values for each
peer joining the overlay. However, the mechanism is
effective against a single attack variant, relies on central
authorities and no evaluation is provided.

2.1.3. Anonymity-based mitigation
In [18], we proposed an anonymous detection and

eviction scheme as a countermeasure to Localized At-
tacks where LAs refer to attacks that only target a cer-
tain set of victims. Through the detection mechanism,
peers are able to make a collaborative decision along
with the other peers who received the lookup request.
Hence, malicious peers are removed from the benign
peers RT’s. Given that our approach was focusing on a
specific type of attacks, the detection and the sanitizing
criteria can be characterized as being (i) attack specific,
and (ii) with an absence of a rapid information propa-
gation scheme to accelerate sanitizing the overlay from
malicious peers that would, in turn, increase the cost of
conducting an attack. Nevertheless, using the insights
developed over [18], we build our generalized sanitizing
mechanism utilizing the basic techniques of anonymous
detection and attack sanitizing. The proposed sanitizing
mechanism is evaluated against general attack scenar-
ios, where general attack denotes common adversarial
behaviors that constitute most of the well established
attack forms in P2P networks.

As anonymity plays a major role in maintaining se-
curity in P2P networks and have a direct impact on
the distribution of information and scalability, in [27],
an anonymous low-latency networking protocol called
Torsk is presented. Through the efficient relay selec-
tion and root verification schemes between peers, Torsk
manages to mitigate various common P2P attacks in the
Tor structured network [28] while allowing the network
to scale. Similarly in [29], the authors present NISAN,
an anonymous approach that assures high scalability
while anonymously distributing the network informa-
tion. In fact, NISAN shows high resiliency to known
P2P attacks. Nevertheless, the absence of detection and
sanitizing schemes might put the overlay at risk if the
attacker manages to insert more malicious resources in
the overlay or gain newly joined peers’ trust during ver-
ification. In addition, the proposed protocol is only suit-
able for structured overlays.
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In [7], the authors proposed an anonymous audit-
ing scheme to mitigate eclipse attacks. The auditing
scheme focuses on monitoring the ingoing and outgoing
bounds of each peer and thus, detects peers that exceed
a given threshold. Although the proposed technique al-
lows for detecting maliciously behaving peers and lo-
cally removes those peers from the RT, no propagation
or collaboration between peers to advertise such infor-
mation about malicious peers exists.

In [30], the authors propose a partitioning scheme for
large-scale overlays called Commensal cuckoo. Thus,
such small groups cooperate to keep the group’s de-
cision correct despite of the launched join-leave at-
tacks. Depending on several mechanisms such as secure
routing, group authentication and bootstrapping, the
proposed technique shows high resiliency even when
higher fraction of malicious peers than the average
state-of-the-art values exists. However, the proposed
technique does not allow for propagating information
about malicious peers and only addresses a single form
of attack (join-leave).

2.1.4. Reducing complexity and overhead-based tech-
niques

The authors in [31] discuss the overhead imposed
by different mitigation and detection techniques in Dis-
tributed Hash Tables (DHTs) and how impractical these
techniques are when applied to real world applications.
Moreover, they present a technique to bound the mes-
sage complexity when distributed quorums are required.
Although the proposed technique remarkably lowers the
overhead compared to already existing quorum-based
techniques, the proposed technique: (i) uses a compli-
cated cryptographic scheme and (ii) assumes that mali-
cious peers in each quorum can maximally be < 1/3 of
the quorum size.

A mitigation approach is proposed in [32]. The au-
thors present a recursive algorithm that can reliably lo-
cate resources in the presence of malicious peers. Al-
though the evaluation of the algorithm’s performance
yields very high accuracy in locating resources, the al-
gorithm is protocol dependent. In addition, no removal
or propagation of information about malicious peers
from benign peers RT is provided.

2.1.5. Attack assessment
In [9], the authors launch an RT poisoning attack on

DHTs by attacking nodes close to the victim. Dur-
ing the search process, malicious nodes were able to
intercept and thus, manipulate the replies. Similarly,
in [12, 13], the authors implement an RT pollution at-
tack in P2P kAD networks, a Kademlia-based network

[33], via allowing malicious peers to manually select
keys that match the key of the victim. Consequently,
malicious peers receive lookup requests directly and in
turn falsely convince the lookup initiator to trust their
replies. Nevertheless, both attack mechanisms address
only convergent approaches and no practical removal or
mitigation techniques were proposed.

In [14] the authors propose an RT poisoning tech-
nique based on altering the “Hello” request messages
in Kademlia-based P2P networks such as KAD. How-
ever, neither a detection nor a mitigation scheme is pro-
vided. The impact of launching RT attacks on Pastry
based P2P networks is provided in [34], but no further
countermeasures were proposed.

Similarly, the authors in [35] evaluate the impact of
several well-known attacks on the KAD network. In ad-
dition, they propose a new attack that exploits the main
features of index poisoning and Sybil attacks. However,
no detection or sanitizing schemes were proposed.

The authors in [36] point out the severity of attacking
peers RT in DHT systems through proposing a DDoS at-
tack to overload the key resources at the victim. Mainly,
malicious peers manipulate benign peers to insert mul-
tiple entries in their RT with the same IP address of the
victim which in turn flood the victim with messages.
Similarly, in [37, 38], the authors highlight the severity
of RT poisoning. However, in both works, no sanitizing
mechanism for malicious entries were introduced.

Given the above discussion, we infer that: (i) RT
attacks evolve in various contexts and are capable of
severely degrading the network services causing signif-
icant impairments in the network functionalities, (ii) the
absence of a generalized sanitizing mechanism that does
not require central coordination. Accordingly, this high-
lights the importance of designing a generalized sanitiz-
ing mechanism that relies neither on a protocol specific
parameter nor on a central coordinating entity.

3. System Model

This section presents the system model used for the
evaluation of our approach. Utilizing the established
models from [18, 39], it consists of an overlay model
along with a P2P protocol abstraction that includes de-
scriptions of the lookup mechanism.

3.1. Overlay Network Model

The network is modeled as a directed graph D =

(P, E). P is the set of peers p ∈ P in the overlay net-
work. Distinct peers p, q ∈ P that maintain a neighbor
relationship are represented by e = (p, q) ∈ E.
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We further partition P as follows: benign peers B,
malicious peers M and victim peers V , so that P = B ∪
M, where B ∩ M = ∅, V ⊆ B and N = |P|, where N
is the overlay size. Malicious peers m ∈ M refer to
peers being controlled by an attacker and may behave
maliciously. Peers targeted by the attacker are victims
v ∈ V . Furthermore, malicious and victim peers do not
churn, which in fact gives the attacker more control over
the available resources.

Peers b ∈ B show benign behavior in the network,
i.e., according to the P2P model specification and no
adverse intentions. Poisoned peers o ∈ O refer to be-
nign peers that store or propagate malicious informa-
tion as a consequence of contacting malicious peers,
where O ⊆ B. Churning peers c ∈ C refer to peers
that leave the network either randomly or according to
a certain distribution. As only benign peers, except vic-
tim peers, experience churning behavior, C ⊆ B and
V ∩ (O ∪C) = ∅.

3.2. P2P Protocol Model

Our abstraction for structured P2P protocols consists
of five salient aspects as detailed below.

3.2.1. Address Space
Peers have a unique assigned identifier referred to as

the peers’ keys. Typically, keys are generated from an
external feature such as the IP address, MAC address, a
serial number, or a random number. Keys usually have a
length of w ∈ {128, 160, 192} bits and are mapped onto
the overlay’s address space which is used to address re-
sources such as peers and addressable data tuples.

3.2.2. Distance Function
A distance function is defined for peers on the ad-

dress space. The distance notion is an important feature
for many peer operations and the choice of the distance
function differs among P2P protocol implementations.
For example, Kademlia [33] makes use of the XOR op-
eration to calculate the common prefix length (CPL) us-
ing the bit-string representation of the keys from two
peers.

3.2.3. Routing Table (RT)
Each peer maintains an RT that contains contact in-

formation about neighboring peers. Contact informa-
tion is a tuple that relates keys of peers with their un-
derlay network information (e.g., IP address and port
number). Routing tables vary among protocols and usu-
ally store k contact information tuples of peers in w lists
for distance ranges [2i, 2i+1) with i = 0 . . .w − 1, and k

constant. In order to resolve new contact information a
lookup call is initiated.

3.2.4. Lookup Mechanism
In case the destination peer pv for a specific message

to be sent by peer pi is not stored in pi’s routing table, a
lookup call is initiated to resolve pv’s contact informa-
tion. To initiate a lookup, pi selects α peers from its RT
to query them about pv. We now describe the two main
lookup mechanisms used in structured P2P overlays.

1. A commonly applied design best practice are con-
vergent lookups, i.e., peer pi selects a set of known
peers with closest possible distance to pv, and it-
eratively queries each of them to either return the
contact information or to repeatedly forward pi’s
lookup request to even closer peers until pv can ei-
ther be resolved or the lookup is dropped due to a
timeout. Due to the structured nature of the over-
lay, convergent mechanism guarantees low mes-
sage overhead with minimum number of hops for
resolving a certain lookup. Nevertheless, selective
placement of malicious peers in a very close dis-
tance to the victim eclipses the victim’s existence
as evaluated in our previous work in [40].

2. We proposed in [39, 21, 6], divergent lookups to
mitigate attacks that make use of convergent mech-
anisms. Divergent lookups restrict the ability to
contact peers close to the victim, where the no-
tion of closeness is referred to as the peer’s prox-
imity. In [21], the PASS algorithm efficiently de-
fines the address space range that contains peers
with high probability of resolving the contact in-
formation of pv. However, contacting peers during
lookups from different address space ranges natu-
rally results in suboptimal performance and relia-
bility degradation. Unlike convergent mechanism
which is highly susceptible to certain localized at-
tacks, divergent mechanisms show high resiliency
to such attacks while providing a comparable per-
formance to convergent schemes.

3.2.5. Proximity
Each peer defines a proximity area, typically a proxi-

mate and sparsely populated region of the address space
that is selected based on the overlay size N and the key
length w. We define the proximity of a peer as the set
of peers with the closest distance to this peer, and sub-
sequently stored in its RT.
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4. Routing Table Poisoning (RTP)

In this section, we present the fundamentals of
launching an RTP attack that targets inserting and prop-
agating malicious entries in benign peers RT. The pro-
posed attack model constitutes the basis for evaluating
the proposed sanitizing mechanism.

In order to validate the effectiveness and applicability
of the sanitizing mechanism in various RTP attack sce-
narios, we consider a sophisticated general attack model
that (i) is not only applicable for a specific P2P proto-
col and topology, (ii) does not target a specific victim or
(iii) considers various attacker capabilities and adver-
sarial behaviors that represent severe attack scenarios.

First, we state the attacker’s target. Second, the at-
tacker’s capabilities in terms of the available malicious
resources and the placement criteria are described. Fi-
nally, the adversarial behaviors of inserted malicious
peers that allow for poisoning peers RT are discussed.

4.1. RTP Attacks Types and Targets

RTP attacks are launched by allowing malicious peers
to intercept lookup requests. The RTP attack’s target is
defined based on the intercepted lookup request’s desti-
nation, i.e., malicious peers behave adversarial or not
when intercepting a given lookup. RTP attacks are
launched either to generally cause perturbations to the
overlay (undirected RTP) or to hide the existence (di-
rected RTP) of a specific data or peer, referred to as di-
rected RTP. Both attack targets are described below.

Directed attacks
In case of directed RTP, malicious peers target only

a certain victim set V such that |V | < |B|. Mainly, the
selected victim set are those peers with critical data or
popular content. The main target of malicious peers,
inserted in the overlay, is to poison entries that point to
a targeted victim set [41, 35, 18].

As the focus of this work is to assess the efficiency
of the sanitizing mechanism under severe attack condi-
tions, we do not focus on directed attacks for the fol-
lowing reasons: (i) a major fraction of RT entries is
not poisoned. Hence, the validity of the evaluation of
the sanitizing mechanism is affected as the target of the
proposed sanitizing mechanism is to remove malicious
peers from RTs regardless of their targeted entries to
poison and (ii) directed attacks coerce specific adver-
sarial behaviors and thus, are not suitable to assess the
generality of the sanitizing mechanism. For these rea-
sons, we do not consider directed attacks in our work.

In [18], we highlight how the proposed sanitizing
mechanism against directed attacks stems from the gen-
eral form of the attacks proposed in this work. We study
and highlight the modifications needed to launch such
attack and the relative modifications in the sanitizing
mechanism. Furthermore, we evaluate the impact of
such attack along with the effectiveness of the proposed
eviction mechanism.

Now we discuss the challenges that arise from con-
tinuously attacking all possible peers and the specific
adversarial behavior executed by malicious peers.

Undirected attacks
The target of undirected RTP attacks is to poison be-

nign peers RT where no specific victim is targeted. In
this case, B = V .

Unlike directed RTP, a major fraction of the benign
peers RT is poisoned as malicious peers do not only
target specific entries to poison. As this attack target
shows more severity and thus, is suitable for evaluat-
ing the performance of the sanitizing mechanism, we
focus on undirected RTP as the attack’s target. The tar-
get of undirected RTP attacks is to intensively pollute
benign peers RT (b ∈ B) via blocking, altering or divert-
ing lookup requests.

4.2. Attacker Capabilities

Now we detail the attacker’s capabilities to launch an
RTP attack. Capabilities refer to the amount of avail-
able malicious resources and the placement of malicious
peers according to the selected undirected RTP attack.

Malicious resources
As the amount of malicious resources inserted in the

overlay increases, the perturbations that can be imposed
on the overlay also increase. In order to validate the per-
formance of the sanitizing mechanism in severe attack
scenarios, we assume the attacker is capable of insert-
ing various amounts of malicious peers up to 20% of the
whole overlay size. The malicious insertions are done
by inserting new peers into the network or hijacking ex-
isting peers.

Malicious placement
The placement of malicious peers mainly depends on

the lookup forwarding approach specified in the P2P
protocol. Hence, we start by defining the lookup ap-
proach and the matching placement criteria.

In order to validate the applicability of the sanitiz-
ing mechanism for various P2P protocols, we make use
of a lookup approach that does not impose any specific
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criteria or route for forwarding lookup requests, i.e., to
increase the attack’s impact via allowing maximum in-
terception of lookups when malicious peers are inserted.
Therefore, the divergent PASS lookup approach from
our previous work in [21] is usable here. The reason for
selecting divergent PASS is that the peers get randomly
selected within a specific address range for forwarding
lookup requests.

Accordingly, the malicious peers are randomly
placed within the specified range. In turn, lookup re-
quests are equally probable to be intercepted by a be-
nign or a malicious peer depending on the amount of
inserted malicious peers.

4.3. RTP Adversarial Behaviors

To emphasize the impact of the attack, we propose a
variety of adversarial behaviors, where malicious peers
are capable of dynamically altering the actions taken ac-
cording to the attacker’s resources and target. We note
here that since a lot of the existing research addresses
the problem of join-leave attacks such as [30], we con-
sider this attack behavior out of scope of this paper.

Malicious peers attack the lookup mechanism by in-
tercepting lookup requests and hence, replying with ma-
licious information which affects the lookup reliability,
integrity and confidentiality. Consequently, malicious
information propagates to benign peers RTs causing an
RTP. Once a malicious peer pm ∈ M successfully inter-
cepts a request, pm replies with an Fake Reply (FR) as
a resolving address to the lookup request.

In an FR, pm inserts the contact information of an-
other colluding malicious peer which claims to hold the
key of the lookup destination that pi is requesting and
falsely convinces pi that the request was successfully
resolved. As a result, pi ∈ B updates its RT with the
newly received entry which allows malicious informa-
tion to propagate through the overlay and thus, poison
benign peers RT. We now define the content and the fre-
quency of generating an FR reply.

Generating False Replies (FR)
Malicious peers are assumed to always reply with

colluding malicious information to the lookup initiator.
This adversarial behavior is chosen when the attacker’s
main target is to propagate malicious routing informa-
tion regardless of the detection likelihood. This denotes
that, in case of malicious peers generating false replies
based on a certain probability, the detection and thus,
the sanitizing of the overlay would require longer time.

Nonetheless, the perturbations effect on the overlay
will be relatively less compared to the perturbations

caused by malicious peers continuously lying. We re-
fer to our previous work in [39] where the detection
accuracy in case of randomly lying malicious peers is
evaluated.

Note that another reason for choosing this behavior
is that the attacker may target fast spreading of pertur-
bations in the overlay. Such case can occur when the
attacker owns enough resources and the attack is time
dependent, i.e., the attacker’s aim is to launch the at-
tack in a specific time period or during a time triggered
event in the overlay. Hence, as our focus is to evaluate
the effectiveness and the applicability of the sanitizing
mechanism in drastic attack scenarios, we assume that
malicious peers always generate fake replies.

False Reply (FR) Content
Malicious peers control the content that should be

sent in a fake reply. The possible FR content can po-
tentially cover:

1. Replying to all intercepted lookups with a single
malicious lookup reply. Such behavior is executed
when a specific information needs to propagate
through the overlay. Nevertheless, such adversarial
behavior makes pm more susceptible to detection.

2. Replying with different malicious replies. As ma-
licious peers collude, pm can reply to the lookup re-
quest with selecting one of the malicious peers that
pm is aware of. Such behavior is deployed by pm

when seeking general perturbations. In addition,
replying with different malicious fake destinations
further complicates the detection process.

Further details about the detection procedure of the con-
sistent malicious replies are provided in Section 5.

5. Detection Mechanism

We now introduce the detection mechanisms used lo-
cally by each peer to suspect other peers based on the
received lookup replies. In order to detect lookup incon-
sistencies, we propose a modified lookup mechanism in
[39] where peers are able to gather more than a single
reply.

The lookup initiator can detect inconsistencies
through comparing the set of received replies accord-
ing to (i) the consent of the replying peers’ location
with the lookup protocol specifications, (ii) the average
number of hops experienced by the lookup reply com-
pared to the recorded average from previous lookups
and (iii) the returned contact information in the lookup
reply. Consequently, peers are suspected when violating
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these criteria. The most important feature in our detec-
tion mechanism is comparing replies, i.e., peers are also
suspected when replies are not identical which are de-
tected through a certain feature in the detector discussed
through this section.

Originally in any given lookup mechanism, the
lookup is terminated when receiving the first reply that
contains the requested information about a given peer
pv. This coerces the lookup initiator pi to accept the
lookup result without being able to validate the results
since only a single reply is considered. As a result,
whenever a malicious peer receives the lookup request
and replies with a fake reply, pi accepts the reply which
results in poisoning pi’s RT with a malicious entry. The
modified lookup mechanism is discussed below which
provides the operations that allows pi to gather a set of
lookup replies from different peers.

5.1. Modified lookup Approach

We first outline the drawbacks of the contemporary
lookup mechanisms, which highlights the motive of us-
ing a modified lookup mechanism. Subsequently, the
operations of the modified lookup approach are pre-
sented.

The drawback of existing lookup approaches
In prior lookup implementations, pi picks α candi-

date peers from its RT to start forwarding a lookup re-
quest for pv’s contact information, where α is a lookup
specific parameter for the maximum number of parallel
requests that can be sent. Once the lookup request is
received by peer pr, it replies with pv’s contact infor-
mation if pr has an entry for pv in its RT. Otherwise,
pr inserts a list of potential candidates that, according
to the lookup specification, have a high chance of own-
ing pv’ contact information in their RT. Iteratively, pi

initiates α new requests from this list. Finally, the look
up process terminates immediately once pv’s address is
resolved or imax iterations are reached.

Such approach coerces pi to accept the single re-
ceived reply. This means that pi has no comparing base
to validate the received reply, i.e., no multiple replies
to enable pi to detect inconsistencies. Hence, malicious
peers can misuse this approach to falsely terminate the
lookup without being detected while simultaneously re-
sulting in a very low message overhead for the lookup
approach.

Modified lookup operations
To obviate the above mentioned drawback, we pro-

posed a lookup modification in [39]. As depicted in

Lookup modification

Send

lookup

requests

Send R

replies to

DMV

Iteration=imax || R=

Yes No

pi

DMV

R replies

Decide lookup status

(failed/succuss)

Detect suspected peers

Invoke Removal mechanism

Figure 1: Detection procedures.

Figure 1, the major extension in the lookup modifica-
tion is that the lookup process is not terminated till:
(i) R replies containing pv’s contact information are re-
ceived or (ii) imax iterations are reached, where in this
case, R ≤ α. Consequently, pi is able to compare multi-
ple replies from different peers and thus, detects incon-
sistencies to suspect certain peer(s). Note that, in this
context, a suspected reply refers to a suspected peer as
replies are only accepted from distinguished peers, i.e.,
no peer can provide more than a single reply.

For this purpose, we make use of a Dynamic Major-
ity Voter [42] (DMV) to process the R received replies.
Now we discuss the technical aspects of the DMV, for
more details we refer to our work in [39].

5.2. Dynamic Majority Voter (DMV)

Firstly, the suspected peers reported by the lookup
modification are added to the set of suspicious peers
S . Second, the remaining unsuspected peers are pro-
cessed as inputs to the DMV. Afterwards, the DMV de-
cides whether a valid (non-empty) majority of identical
replies exists or not.

The DMV declares the lookup status as successful if
such majority is found. Consequently, pi stores the cor-
responding contact information. In case the lookup is
declared to be unsuccessful, pi initiates a new lookup to
resolve pv. To sum up, we provide the acceptance cases
for the DMV:

1. R ≥ 3 and a valid identical majority of the replies
exists.

2. R = 2 and both replies are valid and identical.
3. R = 1 and the reply is valid.

Notably, the unmatched minority is added to the sus-
picious list, i.e., the remaining set of replies that did
not constitute the majority. Finally, once the list of sus-
pected peers is announced by the detector, the sanitizing
mechanism is triggered to further investigate and thus,
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sanitize the overlay through removing malicious peers
as discussed in the next section.

6. Sanitizing Mechanism (SM)

In this section we present the sanitizing mechanism.
Prior to the operation of SM, the detector proposes a
set of suspected peers according to their lookup replies
as discussed in Section 5. Afterwards, the SM is in-
voked to investigate and thus, reach a decision about
the suspected peers. Consequently, the SM executes a
removal procedure for suspected peers identified mali-
cious to sanitize the benign peers RT.

Unlike the detector which is operated locally by each
peer, the SM is executed as a distributed quorum to re-
liably investigate and propagate information about ma-
licious peers. Such propagation further accelerates the
sanitizing rate for the whole overlay. Hence, the SM
results in a stable and reliable P2P service provision.

We note that the quorum needs to be obtained in the
decentralized P2P environment and in the presence of
malicious peers. Accordingly, Byzantine resilient SM
procedures are developed.

The sanitizing mechanism is constructed from four
main procedures where each procedure is illustrated in
the following subsections. For consistency, Table 1 pro-
vides a list of the variables and annotations used through
the rest of this section.

The first procedure (Forming a quorum) defines how
pi can create a quorum, quorum size dependabilities
and quorum members constraints. The second proce-
dure (Quorum investigation) describes how the quorum
investigates ps’s behavior. Afterwards, the third pro-
cedure (Reaching an agreement) handles messages ex-
changing and reaching a coordinated decision between
pi and the quorum peers. Finally, the removal procedure
(Malicious removal) is invoked to sanitize benign peers
RT from peers identified to be malicious as illustrated
in Figure 2.

Forming a

Quorum

Quorum

investigation

Reaching

an

agreement

Malicious

removal

Figure 2: SM procedures blocks.

6.1. Forming a Quorum
As shown in Figure 3a, once the detector suspects

certain peers, pi starts the sanitizing mechanism by

Table 1: Acronyms description
Variable Description
ps Suspected malicious peer
pi Quorum initiator
pv Denotes the victim peer
Q Quorum
pq Peer p in Q
n Number of peers in Q
QB Set of benign peers in Q
QO Set of poisoned peers in Q
QC Set of churning peers in Q
QM Set of malicious peers in Q
MR Monitoring Request
RT Routing Table

forming a quorum. In the following, we describe the
criteria for choosing a quorum size along with the con-
straints regarding joining peers’ types raised by the ex-
istence of malicious peers in the overlay. Afterwards,
the formation mechanism which describes the messages
exchanged while forming a quorum and the acceptance-
rejection criteria for joining a quorum is described.

6.1.1. Quorum size and members selection

Initially, pi selects n peers from its RT where selected
peers are uniformly distributed according to their dis-
tance in pi’s RT. This selection approach guarantees
peers from all possible distances participate in inves-
tigating ps which accelerates propagating information
about peers identified malicious in the complete address
space.

The generality of the mechanism allows to choose
any distribution according to the already used lookup
approach. In our experiments we use PASS, character-
ized by an address space divided into regions accord-
ing to the common prefix in the peers keys. Within
the lookup forwarding mechanism, peers forward the
lookup request to other peers located in the same ad-
dress space region.

In order to propagate such information to all regions,
we make use of the uniform distribution selection of
quorums, so that all peers in different regions are up-
dated with the correct information and can propagate
it when requested from peers within the same region.
This demonstrates that, the sanitizing mechanism is ad-
justable according to the basic information about the
used lookup approach in the overlay.

As pq is a member of Q, pq belongs to one of the four
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1Forming a quorum
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(c) Reaching an agreement
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Remove and block ps from RT

Lookup pv

Add ps to malicious list

Exit Quorum

(d) Malicious removal

Figure 3: Technical aspects of SM procedures.

sets listed in Table 1. Hence, n can be defined as:

n = |QB\O∪C | + |QO\C | + |QC | + |QM | (1)

where |QB\O∪C | denotes benign peers that are not poi-
soned and do not churn. |QO\C | refers to the number of
poisoned peers that do not churn.

In order to assure reaching a reliable decision in Q,
the size of the quorum n must follow certain constraints
regarding the maximum number of malicious peers that
can exist in the quorum. Based on Practical Byzan-
tine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) and Byzantine Agreement
[43, 44, 45, 46, 47], the number of peers in a decentral-
ized system that is capable of maintaining a correct state
of the system is bounded by n ≥ 3 f + 1, where f is the
amount of faulty peers in the system. As f peers can
be malicious and another f can be poisoned or churn-
ing, this adds up to 2 f . This means that at least f + 1
should exhibit: (i) no malicious behavior (neither mali-
cious nor poisoned and (ii) alive (not churning) in order
to maintain a correct system state.

Similarly, the selected quorum is capable of provid-
ing reliable results in case the number of non-poisoned
non-churning benign peers |QB\O∪C | outnumbers the rest
of other selected peers, therefore:

|QB\O∪C | > |QM | + |QC | + |QO\C | (2)

As these peers can deviate the quorum’s decision ac-
cording to the following possible actions:

1. |QO\C | peers such as pQ ∈ O \ C may provide ma-
licious replies due to acquiring a poisoned entry
from other malicious peer.

2. |QM | where pQ ∈ M. These peers behave mali-
ciously via sending fake replies (see Section 4) to
divert votes majority.

3. |QC | peers where pQ ∈ C that initially accept to
join the quorum. However, although these peers
are neither malicious nor poisoned, they are subject
to churning out and thus, do not respond to pi.

Accordingly, the quorum size n that is capable of reli-
ably investigating and thus, correctly reaching an agree-
ment about suspected peers is constrained to:

n ≥ |QM | + |QC | + |QO\C | + |QB\O∪C | (3)

Such constraint guarantees that the quorum’s majority
votes about ps are benign, neither poisoned nor churn-
ing as depicted in Figure 4. In Section 7, we validate
how such constraints hold conveniently given the exis-
tence of a remarkably high fraction of malicious peers
of up to 20%. Now we describe the quorum formation
mechanism in terms of messages exchanged and joining
acceptance/rejection criteria.

Qo Qm

Qm

Qm

Qb

Qo
Qo

pi

Qb

Qb

Qb

Qb
QbQc

QcQb

Qb

…
.

Figure 4: Example of types of peers in Q.

6.1.2. Formation mechanism
Initially, pi sends a monitoring request message to pq

as depicted in Figure 3a. A monitoring request contains
the contact info of each ps. As the DMV at pi might
suspect multiple peers at the detection phase, pi encap-
sulates all suspected peers in a single monitoring request
which allows for the following:

1. Avoid excessive quorum formations which remark-
ably decreases the messages exchanged by the quo-
rum’s peers during executing the SM.
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2. Increase the cost of generating fake quorums by
malicious peers since the probability of detecting
such adversarial behavior increases. This is due to
the ability of pq to suspect pi after investigating the
suspected peers. Hence, the SM will be invoked
against pi, more details are provided in (Malicious
Removal) procedure (see Section 6.4).

Once pq receives the monitoring request, it can ei-
ther accept and proceed to the next step, or reply with
a rejection to pi. Rejections could be due to: (i) being
involved in another quorum, (ii) loaded traffic or (iii)
malicious behavior to limit quorum formations. In case
pq agrees on joining the quorum, it starts executing the
quorum investigation procedure which is described be-
low.

6.2. Quorum Investigation

As illustrated in Figure 3b, the target of this proce-
dure is to allow each pq to monitor ps’s behavior and
thus, confirm or deny pi’s suspicion about each ps. Af-
ter receiving a monitoring request from pi and accept-
ing joining Q, the investigation procedure is triggered.
The idea of this procedure is to check whether ps is ma-
nipulating requests or not. Therefore, pq monitors ps’s
behavior via requesting information from ps that pq can
validate from ps’s reply.

Nevertheless, the investigation procedure should be
conducted seamlessly to obviate ps from acting be-
nignly once it detects being monitored. The two main
aspects that define the procedure’s anonymity are: (i)
the type of messages pq sends when monitoring ps and
(ii) the content requested from ps in such a message.
Both factors are detailed below.

6.2.1. Messages Exchange
Communication between pq and ps must be handled

seamlessly as ps can divert the monitoring process once
it detects being monitored by pq, which can remarkably
impact on the sanitizing process.

For this reason, pq makes use of regular lookup mes-
sages defined by the P2P protocol to avoid being de-
tected by ps. This means that pq initiates lookup request
to α peers, including ps. Afterwards, pq processes the
replies to the detector to detect inconsistencies in ps’s
reply.

Nonetheless, ps can detect being monitored when it
receives multiple lookup requests requesting only pv’s
contact information, i.e., assuming ps collect statistics
of how frequently it has been requested about each peer.
Hence, the content of the lookup request should not re-
veal the victim’s identity which is discussed next.

6.2.2. Messages content
As the RTP attack proposed in Section 4 targets max-

imizing RT perturbations, malicious peers are assumed
to reply with fake replies regardless of the lookup key in
the lookup request. Hence, in order not to exceed ps’s
expected average of receiving lookup requesting only
pv’s contact information, pi attaches a list of peers in
addition to pv in the monitoring request. Consequently,
pq can assign any peer in the list as the lookup destina-
tion key. Using the detection mechanism discussed in
Section 5, pq decides whether to confirm or deny pi’s
suspicion about ps.

To sum up, the investigation procedure assures that:

1. pi keeps the identity of the victim pv anonymous
to the quorum, which in turn prohibits malicious
peers that may exist in the quorum from colluding
against pv.

2. ps cannot predict or estimate being monitored as it
receives normal lookups requesting different con-
tact information.

3. pq can validate its decision about ps through the
detection mechanism.

Adjusting SM: we note that our approach does not
depend on a certain attack or lookup mechanism, i.e.,
the approach is adjustable according to the basic in-
formation such as the used lookup approach and the
overlay topology. For example, in case of the BitTor-
rent protocol where only one NodeID is considered, the
detection is applied based on: (i) the replies consis-
tency about the destination ID, (ii) the average number
of hops and (iii) the visited nodes compliance with the
lookup forwarding criteria towards this single node. Af-
terwards, the detector applies the DMV to decide about
the suspicious replies. Clearly, in case the fraction of
malicious peers is larger than the benign ones, the de-
tection can be useless. More details regarding this case
are provided in [39].

6.3. Reaching an Agreement
As depicted in Figure 3c, once pq decides locally

about each ps, the decision is forwarded to the quorum
initiator pi along with a time stamp identifying the re-
ply time of ps. Note that pq forwards its local decision
about ps directly to pi instead of mutually exchanging
decisions with other peers in Q. Hence, pq have no in-
formation about the other participating peers in Q. Ob-
scuring the identity of Q’s members from each other
yields:

1. Decreasing the probability of malicious colluding
against benign peers in Q.
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2. Preventing manipulation of the results aggregation
procedure as malicious peers might intercept the
aggregated results messages.

Simultaneously, pi waits for a timeout tmax to receive
all the monitoring replies. Otherwise, in case the wait-
ing time exceeds tmax, pi proceeds with the set of re-
ceived monitoring replies. tmax is set according to the
average time a lookup process consumes plus adding a
guard time for considering the quorum formation time
which is an application configurable parameter.

Afterwards, pi inputs the set of received replies to the
DMV to decide about the majority of the replies, i.e.,
whether the majority of the replies suspects ps or not.
Based on the DMV output, pi reaches a decision about
ps and accordingly, inform each pq about its decision.
Now the possible decisions reached by pi about ps along
with the consequent actions are discussed.

6.3.1. ps is poisoned
pi checks the time stamp encapsulated in each pq

monitoring reply in order to differentiate whether ps is
malicious or was poisoned. This is done through check-
ing the time stamps sequence for each reply. This means
in case ps starts to consistently provide correct informa-
tion about a given lookup key till the last time stamp
for the same lookup key, it’s considered to be poisoned.
Otherwise, if ps consistently replying, or alternating,
with fake information, ps is considered malicious.

6.3.2. ps is malicious
Two cases lead pi to consider ps as malicious. First,

if all the monitoring requests regardless of their time
stamps report suspicious about the replies provided by
ps. Second, in case ps’s replies show alternating be-
havior. Alternating behavior refers to providing fake
replies after providing correct ones which can be in-
spected from the time stamps of the received replies.

6.4. Malicious Removal Procedure

The agreement reached by the quorum allows pi to
determine whether to proceed with removing ps from
its RT or not. Thus, we now discuss how pi proceeds
according to the DMV decision.

6.4.1. Suspicion confirmed
If pi decides that ps is malicious, pi executes the

following Malicious Removal (Mal-Rem) steps as de-
picted in Figure 3d.

1. pi removes ps from its RT and blocks any further
contact with ps.

2. pi initiates a new lookup to search for the correct
contact information of pv.

3. pi sends the decision to all peers in Q.

Once each pq is informed that the quorum’s decision
confirms that ps is malicious, pq performs one of these
actions depending on its local decision about ps.

1. In case pq’s local decision also confirms the adver-
sarial behavior of ps, pq executes the (Mal-Rem)
steps.

2. If pq’s DMV decision about ps’ reply is benign, pq

suspects pi and initiates a quorum against pi.

Since pi is aware of the conflict between both decisions,
pi expects to be monitored by a new quorum. Accord-
ingly, in case pi is benign, pi replies consistently to all
the monitoring lookups so that pq detects pi’s benign
status. Afterwards, pq initiate a lookup request to ps to
investigate it’s status without launching new quorums.

Without such a scheme, malicious peers will be able
to invoke the sanitizing mechanism towards benign
peers which can severely affect the network stability
through (i) eclipsing pv by initiating a malicious ma-
jority quorum or (ii) exhausting the network bandwidth
and overload peers with exchanging messages via join-
ing fake quorums. Such countermeasure prevents mali-
cious peers from starting fake quorums as consequently,
such malicious behavior will re-trigger the sanitizing
mechanism towards these malicious peers.

Moreover, encapsulating multiple peers in monitor-
ing requests forces malicious peers to behave benignly
to deviate being suspected. Otherwise, such malicious
behavior will be obviously detected when ps sends mul-
tiple fake replies at once to pq. Thus, malicious peers
are forced to refrain from initiating fake quorums.

In Section 7, we investigate the impact of turning poi-
soned entries in the quorum to benign and how propa-
gating the correct information about the victim(s) helps
in sanitizing the overlay and increase the isolation of
malicious peers.

6.4.2. Suspicion declined
In case pi decides that ps was poisoned, after pro-

cessing the monitoring replies through the DMV, pi ini-
tiates lookups to ps requesting the contact information
of the same monitoring set that was initially sent to the
quorum members. Note that pi selects distinctive time
slots to initiate such set of lookups to ps. Therefore,
ps cannot detect any abnormal behavior from ps due to
receiving excessive lookups or multiple lookups from
pi requesting pv’s contact information. Afterwards, ac-
cording to ps replies, pi executes one of the following
steps:
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1. If ps replies correctly, pi trusts ps and thus, inserts
ps and any reply provided by ps in the future into
its RT.

2. In case the DMV reconfirms suspicion about ps,
pi suspects that the majority of peers in Q is mali-
cious. To that end, pi creates a new quorum to re-
monitor and subsequently unveil ps, after restrict-
ing peers in Q from joining the new quorum.

In Section 7, we evaluate the likelihood of forming a
quorum with malicious majority and validate the con-
straints regarding forming a quorum along with evaluat-
ing the effectiveness of the proposed sanitizing mecha-
nism.

7. Evaluation

This section assesses the effectiveness of SM as a
countermeasure for RTP attacks launched with the set
of the proposed adversarial behaviors. The target is to
evaluate the severity of RTP attacks on the overlay’s re-
liability and the imposed perturbations resulting from
poisoning RT entries. Consequently, SM is evaluated
in terms of reliability enhancements, imposed overhead
on the network and malicious removal ratio from benign
peers RT.

In order to do so, two experiments are conducted.
The first experiment (RTP attack severity) evaluates
the impact of launching RTP attacks on structured P2P
overlays while focusing on how these attacks severely
degrade the overlay performance. The second experi-
ment (Sanitizing mechanism influence) is conducted
to assess the effectiveness of SM on sanitizing overlays
during launched (undirected) RTP attacks while analyz-
ing the correlation between different SM parameters.

First we start by introducing the simulation environ-
ment, metrics and parameters used for evaluation. After
that, we introduce each case study with related discus-
sion and results interpretation. Finally, we provide a
detailed summary about the results that highlight the ef-
fectiveness of SM.

7.1. Simulation environment
Experiments were conducted using the OMNeT++

simulator [48] and OverSim [49]. OverSim provides
the OMNeT++ simulator with various P2P protocol
implementations. For Average-Min-Max calculations,
each simulation is scheduled for 10 repetitions. More-
over, for results validation, each simulation duration
was scheduled to 4 hours runtime.

In Table 2, the simulation parameters used in the ex-
periments are provided.

Table 2: Simulation parameters
Parameter Value
Maximum iterations imax 10
Maximum replies number α 7
Key length w 128
Lookup approach Iterative
Malicious insertion ratio MI 10%, 15%, 20%
Overlay size N 2.5k, 5k, 10k, 20k, 30k

7.2. Simulation Model

In order to validate the reliability and the scala-
bility of the sanitizing mechanism, the experiments
were conducted for different overlay sizes N =

2500, 5000, 10000, 20000, 30000. Moreover, high val-
ues of malicious peers |MI| = 10%, 15%, 20% were in-
jected in the overlay. MI is used to measure the impair-
ments caused in the network given a certain amount of
inserted malicious resources.

We now provide a description of the system workload
and churn distributions used in our simulation model.

7.2.1. System Workload
In order to evaluate the experimental results for undi-

rected RTP attacks where every peer is a potential vic-
tim, we use a “Fully Distributed Application (FDA)”
workload where every peer initiates lookups request-
ing the contact information of randomly selected peers.
Lookups are sent on average every 10 seconds with a
standard deviation of 5 seconds.

7.2.2. Simulation Churn Models
We use a Pareto (P-500) churn model to simulate the

churning rate of benign peers. Using the Pareto (P-500)
distribution, peers acquire average life-time and dead-
time of 500 seconds. Pareto distribution provides real-
istic experimental results for real P2P overlays scenarios
[50].

7.3. Evaluation Metrics

For both experiments, the following performance
metrics are used.

• Lookup Success Ratio (LSR) measures the aver-
age ratio of successful lookups over all lookups
destined to random peers. LSR provides insights
about the reliability of the P2P overlay in both ex-
periments.

• Message Complexity (MC) evaluates the average
message overhead on the network per lookup. MC
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also assesses the message overhead imposed by the
sanitizing mechanism.

• Malicious ratio per RT (MRT) provides the average
ratio of malicious entries poisoned in benign peers
RT as a result of the existing malicious resources
in the overlay.

7.4. Experiment 1: RTP attack severity
The target of this experiment is to assess the severity

of undirected RTP attacks with the proposed adversar-
ial behaviors and to highlight the reliability degradation
of the system’s service provision. Results are evaluated
based on LSR, MRT, MI and MC. As in undirected RTP
attack, where all peers are potential victims, data is col-
lected whenever a lookup is initiated regardless of the
lookup key. We continue with describing the experi-
mental results depicted in Figures 5 through 8, and we
conclude each case study with a detailed interpretation
of the results.

7.4.1. Discussion of the results
Figure 5a shows the LSR values across different over-

lay sizes N = 5000, 10000, 20000, 30000 with MI =

10%, 15%, 20% in order to assess the correlation be-
tween inserting different malicious peers, the perturba-
tions level in peers RT entries and the hosting overlay
size. As depicted in Figure 5a, LSR remarkably de-
creases when MI increases as the number of malicious
peers that intercept lookup requests increases. LSR val-
ues range between 36% and 91% for N = 5000,MI =

10% and N = 30000,MI = 20%, respectively.
In Figure 5b, the average number of malicious peers

inserted into benign peers RT is calculated through mea-
suring the percentage of malicious entries to the total
number of entries per RT. Note that each entry repre-
sents a distinct peer, i.e., the same peer can not exist in
multiple entries. As shown, MRT increases when the per-
centage of malicious peers inserted into the overlay in-
creases from 10% to 20% where the average MRT ratios
range between 24% to 31% regardless of the overlay
size.

The average message overhead complexity (MC) using
divergent lookups is depicted in Figure 5c. MC measure-
ments show comparable values across different overlay
sizes and MI ratios, where MC ranges between 18 and 24
message per lookup.

7.4.2. Interpretation of the results
The significant decrease in LSR occurs due to ma-

licious interception of the lookups. Due to the effect
of RTP adversarial behavior, malicious peers reply with

(a) Lookup success rate (LSR)

(b) Malicious ratio per RT

(c) Message Complexity (MC)

Figure 5: RTP attack impact.

fake replies to pi. Consequently, such behavior results
in a non successful lookup according to the DMV deci-
sion due to the depicted majority resulted from α mali-
cious replies.

The trend depicted in Figure 5a is that LSR decreases
when MI increases as seen in different values of MI
within the same N. Hence, at the same malicious inser-
tions MI values and different N such as (combinations
of {MI,N}): {MI = 0.15 ∧ N = {10k, 20k, 30k}}, {MI =

0.1 ∧ N = {5k, 10k}} and {MI = 0.1 ∧ N = {20k, 30k}}
the values are closely comparable to each other due to
the impact of the same fraction of malicious peers on
the overlay size N.

Further degradation of the success ratio occurs when
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poisoned peers advertise for malicious entries whenever
they are queried about a lookup destination that points
to a poisoned entry in their RT. In addition, as benign
peers RT is polluted with malicious entries, the prob-
ability of querying malicious peers during lookup iter-
ations increases. Hence, the corresponding ratio of be-
nign peers queried decreases, which in turn significantly
impacts the LSR.

In Figure 5b, perturbations in benign peers RTs due to
malicious peers insertion can be inferred as MI = 10%
results in more than 24% poisoned malicious entries
in benign peers RT. Moreover, slight increases of MRT

causes significant perturbations as for MRT = 31%,
64% loss rate at N = 30 is depicted. Although at
MRT = 22% the loss rate is 26% at N = 30. Hence,
with a few resources, RTP attacks are able to cause sub-
stantial impairments in the overlay.

Figure 5c, MC shows moderate messages overhead per
lookup despite of the degraded LSR and high values of
MRT. Note that the average MC overhead due to diver-
gent PASS averages between 10-12 messages as eval-
uated in our previous work in [21]. Nevertheless, due
to the modified lookup approach, where the lookup is
not terminated till α replies are returned, MC overhead
increases to 18-24 messages per lookup. Although α
replies are required instead of one reply, PASS shows a
reasonable increase in MC due to forwarding lookup re-
quests to a specific range in the overlay where peers are
most likely to store the destination’s lookup address.

Furthermore, RTP attacks do not introduce more mes-
saging overhead on the overlay since malicious peers di-
rectly provide fake replies which minimizes the average
messages exchanged per lookup. However, maintain-
ing reasonable MC does not indicate high reliability for
the overlay when RTP attack is launched. Although di-
vergent lookups show high resiliency against localized
attacks, such protocol specific approaches are inefficient
against RTP attacks.

7.5. Experiment 2: SM Influence
In this experimental study, we evaluate the perfor-

mance of the proposed SM in terms of: (i) restored relia-
bility, (ii) malicious removal effectiveness, (iii) imposed
overhead on the overlay during the sanitizing process.
Moreover, we investigate the correctness and accuracy
of the quorum’s decision via analyzing the ratio of se-
lected peers according to their types (benign, poisoned,
churning or malicious) during quorum formation dis-
cussed in Section 6.1. For consistency, same overlay
sizes and evaluation metrics are used for evaluation and
comparison of the results with the previous experimen-
tal study.

7.5.1. Discussion of the results
Figure 6a shows the average LSR when SM is on. A

remarkable increase in LSR is noticed compared to the
first experimental study, where LSR averaged between
36% and 91%. When SM is operating, average LSR

ranges from 97% to 100%.
The average MRT is illustrated in Figure 6b. MRT val-

ues average from 0.02 to 0.04 which is a significant de-
crease in the average amount of malicious entries per
RT compared to the first case study where values range
from 0.24 to 0.31.

Figure 6c depicts the average MC overhead induced
on the overlay as a result of messages exchanged during
executing the sanitizing procedures. As messages over-
head due to SM varies with time according to the rate at
which the mechanism is invoked, MC varies from 22 to
710 messages.

Although the MC values with SM running are remark-
ably high at the starting phase of the SM, MC decreases
to show similar behavior as in experiment 1 starting at
time t=2000s where messages average between 18 and
24. For better interpretation of the results, a time line
of MC imposed on the overlay is provided. In addition,
For comparing the variations of MC with the first exper-
iment, both cases where SM is on and off are shown in
the same figure. MC is measured at each data collection
point which is scheduled every 200 seconds.

In Figure 7, the average MRT in benign peers RT is
measured during SM runtime, which gives an overview
about the required sanitizing time given different MI val-
ues.

Figure 8 evaluates the correctness of decisions taken
by the initiated quorums as discussed in Section 6.1
which depends mainly on the types of selected peers,
i.e., the ratio of benign, malicious, poisoned and churn-
ing peers selected by pi during the quorum formation
procedure.

7.5.2. Interpretation of the results
As malicious peers are sanitized from benign peers

RT, the number of malicious peers contacted during dif-
ferent lookup iterations decreases. Hence, more cor-
rect replies are passed to the detector resulting in a re-
markable increase in the ratio of successful lookups, as
shown in Figure 6a.

Moreover, once pQ receives a lookup request for pv’s
contact information, pQ replies with the correct infor-
mation that do not contain a malicious entry. Conse-
quently, the propagation of malicious entries decays,
which in turn increases the availability of the correct
contact information of peers. This results in increasing
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(a) Lookup success rate (LSR)

(b) Malicious ratio per RT

(c) Message Complexity (MC)

Figure 6: SM performance measurements.

Figure 7: MRT decay due to SM

LSR which indicates full restoration of the overlay’s re-
liability through SM.

As shown in Figure 6b, the ratio of malicious peers
that exist in benign peers remarkably decreases be-
low 5%. This is due to the effect of removing ma-
licious entries from benign peers RTs which conse-
quently blocks propagating malicious entries and pro-
vide correct lookup replies to other peers.

In addition, once ps is announced to be malicious, all
peers in Q block ps which restrains any further contact
with ps. Hence, the attacker is not capable of restoring
the ratio of malicious entries in benign peers RT using
the same malicious resources. For large overlay sizes
as in N = 30000, there is a lower probability that all
malicious peers are contacted during lookup iterations.
This is the reason MRT shows higher values (4%) than
in smaller network sizes as for N=5000 the average MRT
ratio is 2%.

Figure 7 provides more insights about the effective-
ness of SM in decreasing MRT. Measurements are shown
for N = 10000 and MI = 10%, 15%, 20%. Malicious
insertions are applied at the initialization phase of the
network in order to evaluate the decaying rate of MRT

where peers RTs are highly poisoned with malicious en-
tries due to RTP attack. Hence, the sanitizing rate can
be assessed when the attack’s impact is maximized.
MRT significantly decreases below 5% even in cases

when RTs are initially poisoned up to 30%. Such sani-
tizing rate is due to the selection of an average quorum
size of n = size(RT )/3. Accordingly, a relatively high
fraction of peers simultaneously remove ps from their
RT which accelerates the sanitizing process. Moreover,
as the RTP attack is undirected, pQ decides about ps

based on sending a lookup request destined to any ran-
dom peer which allows for faster monitoring procedure
as pi assigns closer time stamps to the quorum’s peers.

Note that choosing large quorum size entails a high
message overhead. As seen in Figure 6c, the average MC
generated due to quorum formations exceeds 700 mes-
sages at N = 30000. This is due to around 30% ma-
licious insertions in benign peers RT which in turn in-
creases the triggering rate of the sanitizing mechanism.

Nevertheless, MC shows a decreasing trend as MRT de-
creases. This denotes that the number of quorums ini-
tiated decreases as peers RTs get sanitized over time
which leads MC to restore the average number of mes-
sages exchanged per lookup. In fact, a key factor of our
approach is that the sanitizing mechanism do not im-
pose permanent message overhead as the mechanism is
invoked only through the detector while no permanent
periodic monitoring is required.

Notably, MC depends on the quorum size. This means
that selecting smaller n results in lower MC due to de-
creasing: (i) the number of lookups initiated to mon-
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Figure 8: Ratio of types of peers in quorum Q.

itor ps and (ii) the number of messages exchanged to
reach an agreement. However, minimizing MC comes at
the cost of a slow sanitizing rate as the number of peers
joining Q decreases, which in turn decreases the number
of peers that removes ps per quorum. Subsequently, the
propagation rate of peers’ correct contact information is
affected.

Figure 8 depicts peers participating in quorum forma-
tion according to their types. Such measurements are
conducted for network size N = 30000 and MRT =

0.28 to evaluate the reliability of the quorum’s deci-
sion in drastic RTP attack impact. As peers RT highest
poisoning level is at time t = 0, the measured values
show that the average recorded amount for benign peers
|QB\O∪C | = 0.59 which is greater than |QM | + |QC | +

|QO\C | = 0.492.
This denotes that the majority of the replies in the

quorum is benign and thus, the quorum is capable of tol-
erating the existence of malicious (Byzantine) replies,
even at remarkably high MRT values. Hence, the quo-
rum is able to successfully reach a reliable decision. In
addition, as SM is triggered, the average number of be-
nign peers |QB\O∪C | per quorum continuously increases
due to removing malicious peers from benign peers RT.
Consequently, the ratio of malicious peers picked dur-
ing quorum formation that affects the sanitizing mech-
anism decreases, which provides more reliability for Q
to reach an accurate agreement about ps.

7.6. Summary
Two groups of experiments were conducted in order

to (i) assess the impact of launching RTP attacks on P2P
networks and provide measures for the impairments im-
posed on the overlay and (ii) evaluate the performance
of our proposed sanitizing mechanism as an approach
to remove malicious peers from benign peers RT and
accordingly restore the overlay’s reliability.

The first experiment evaluates the impact of RTP at-
tacks that target poisoning benign peers RT. Results

show that RTP attacks severely degrade the reliabil-
ity and cause significant perturbations in the overlay as
peers can experience more than 64% lookup failures.
Further evaluation indicates that acquiring 10% of net-
work resources is enough for the attacker to poison more
than 22% of peers RT entries.

The second experiment assesses the performance of
the proposed SM. SM provides a remarkable increase in
the overlay’s reliability as LSR increases up to 100% at a
reasonable, non permanent messaging overhead. More-
over, due to SM, malicious peers are removed from the
overlay as malicious entries are eliminated from benign
peers RT. Consequently, MRT drops from 28% to 3%.

7.6.1. SM possible challenges
One of the challenges for SM is the excessive mes-

sage overhead exerted on the network when the network
is drastically under attack. Given that some critical ap-
plications or lightweight peers with limited computing
capability such as WSN cannot tolerate such overhead,
SM might need some adjustment.

Although selecting a small quorum size n effectively
decreases the message exchanged between the quorums
peers, the time delay to sanitize the overlay might be in-
tolerant to specific critical applications. Hence, in order
for SM to be applicable for such applications, decreas-
ing the messages exchange between peers is a potential
solution, taking into consideration the anonymity and
accuracy of SM is not affected. For this, we propose
to introduce a set of trusted peers in critical P2P envi-
ronments that can easily manage the quorum initiation.
Accordingly, the decision making procedure would re-
sult in much lower overhead.

8. Conclusions & Future Work

RTP attacks pose a significant threat to P2P networks
as reliability is severely degraded to cause service im-
pairments. As a countermeasure, we have proposed a
distributed sanitizing mechanism based on reaching a
consensus once a peer is suspected over the lookup pro-
cess by the DMV based detector. The proposed sanitiz-
ing mechanism eliminates more than 90% of the mali-
cious entries from the peers RTs, and successfully re-
stores the benign state of the overlay as the lookup suc-
cess rate increases to almost 100%. Significantly, the
developed approach has been shown to be independent
of the overlay structure and attack types to result in a
generalized P2P attack detection and mitigation mecha-
nism.

As on-going work, we are assessing the performance
of our sanitizing mechanism on directed RTP attacks
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where malicious peers manipulate replies destined to
specific victims in the overlay. Malicious peers can
also collude against the sanitizing mechanism once a
malicious peer detects being monitored. The sanitizing
mechanism for such attacks is currently being tested on
PlanetLab.
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